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Selling The Single Tax 

AFTER all, what we Single Taxers have on our hands 
is a big job of selling. We want to convert others to 

our way of thinking, and this is a process of salesmanship. 
Certainly, therefore, the proved rules of selling are the 

rules we must follow if we are to be successful. As an 
advertising man of some experience I am more and more 
convinced of this. 

And yet the average Single Taxer violates these rules 
consistently. Today I heard one of the leading "profes-
sional" Single Tax speakers address a group of alumni of 
the Western universities. He began his talk by listing a 
number of prominent people who are against the Single Tax, 
including the heads of the departments of Economics of 
the leading universities, the editors of several prominent - 
newspapers, etc. Thus he put himself up against an un-
necessary initial handicap. The inevitable reaction of the 
audience was: "Why are all these supposedly intelligent 
people against his proposition? It must have some weak 
point." 

How differently any real salesman would have treated 
this. He would have told his audience the names of some 
well known people who were for the Single Tax. He would 
have placed a positive not a negative, idea in their minds. 
And their reaction would have been: "Well, there must 
be something in this idea, if those people are in favor of 
the taxation of land values." 

Then this speaker ridiculed lawyers as a class, which 
they well deserve. But it happened that many of his audi-
ence were lawyers. He aroused their antagonism and 
closed their minds to his message. What salesman would 
thus tread on the toes of his "prospects?" Again the in-
evitable reaction took place, as was obvious from the re-
marks of departing members of the audience. One man 
told me this, as we walked down the street afterward: 

"I once became interested in the Single Tax. I read 
'Progress and Poverty' and then went to hear a number 
of speakers on the subject. Every one of them said that 
the world was composed of fools and Single Taxers. In-
stead of giving their message they spent their time knocking 
everyone else." 

This man is now very much against the Single Tax. 
Doubtless he is both wrong and foolish. He should accept 
truth no matter how presented. But few people will. 

Should we not be affirmative in our methods instead of 
negative. Should we not do just as any advertising man 
or salesman would, if given the job of promoting the Single 
Tax. Tell them of this wonderful idea, that has proved 
successful wherever tried. Tell them of the imposing list 
of great and near great men who favored the taxation of 
land values. Tell them that it is just a case of intelligence 
and love of justice, and that all people are for it as soon as 
they really understand it. And then try to explain the 
matter, in terms as simple, interesting, and attractive as 
possible. 

The same thing is true of our supposedly "popular 
literature. What manufacturer would try to sell his pr 
duct by means of pamphlets so unattractive and discoui 
aging in appearance as our Single Tax booklets, so lon 
winded and hard to understand. These things can F 
humanized, dramatized, made interesting and simple froi 
cover to cover. And they must, to be widely useful, for 
is a fact that the average person will not strain his atter 
tion and mind in an attempt to read something that .look 
abstract, uninteresting and hard to understand. Think C 

the attention and unlimited effort applied to making salc 
literature attractive. 

I should like to see the SINGLE TAX REVIEW make u 
a list of well known people who have been and are, in favc 
of land value taxation. It would be a list more imposin 
than any of us realize. I am constantly amazed to fin 
such people in the most unexpected places. This list woul 
not necessarily be confined to out-and-out Single Taxen 
There are many who would quite reasonably object t 
being so narrowly classified, and yet who have expresse 
thorough approval of the principle. 

Let the REVIEW call for aid in making up such a lisi 
if it needs any such aid. Then with this ammunition w 
can cease telling the world who is against us, and can joii 
the ranks of the sales optimists in telling who is for u 

Remember the average American is deeply suspicious c 
the knocker and the pessimist. But he loves to follow th 
brass band. A. H. JENKINE  


